Abstract-In mesh-based peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming systems, each video sequence is divided into segments, which are then streamed from multiple senders to a receiver. The receiver needs to coordinate the senders by specifying a transmission schedule for each of them. We consider the problem of scheduling segment transmission in P2P streaming systems, where different segments have different weights in terms of quality improvements to the received video. Our goal is to compute the transmission schedule for each receiver in order to maximize the perceived video quality. We first show that this scheduling problem is NP-Complete. We then present an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for it, so that it can be solved with any ILP solver. This optimal solution, however, is computationally expensive and is not suitable for real-time P2P streaming systems. Thus, we propose two approximation algorithms to solve this segment scheduling problem. These algorithms provide theoretical guarantees on the worst-case performance. The first algorithm considers the weight of each video segment. The second algorithm is simpler and it assumes that segments carry equal weights. We analyze the performance and complexity of the two algorithms. In addition, we rigorously evaluate the proposed algorithms with simulations and experiments using a prototype implementation. Our simulation and experimental results show that the proposed algorithms outperform other algorithms that are commonly used in deployed P2P streaming systems and that have been recently proposed in the literature.
network topology before exchanging data with each other [1] , [9] , [10] . Recent studies show that mesh-based systems incur lower maintenance overhead, adapt better to network dynamics, are easier to implement [11] , and lead to better perceived video quality [12] . More importantly, mesh-based systems are widely deployed, and thus, we study mesh-based systems in this work.
In mesh-based systems, a video sequence is partitioned into small segments, and segments are transmitted from multiple senders to a receiver. The receiver must coordinate the segment transmission from its senders. More precisely, a receiver runs a scheduling algorithm to compose a transmission schedule for its senders, which specifies for each sender the assigned segments and their transmission times. Previous works [13] , [14] show that when the resources (especially bandwidth) are enough to stream the videos in a P2P streaming system, almost all existing scheduling algorithms perform equally well. With the introduction of more and higher quality video streams over the Internet, resources are never sufficient; thus, more intelligent scheduling algorithms are needed to fully utilize the limited resources in P2P streaming systems.
Composing segment transmission schedules is not an easy task, as P2P streaming systems impose time constraints on segment transmission. Segments arriving at the receiver after their decoding deadlines are not useful, because they cannot be rendered to users for improving video quality. Hence, segment scheduling algorithms should strive to maximize the perceived video quality delivered by the on-time segments. Optimally constructing segment schedules is computationally expensive [9] , and thus, existing systems either resort to simple heuristic algorithms [9] , [10] , [15] , or assign each segment an ad-hoc utility function and solve the simplified problem of maximizing the system-wide utility [16] , [17] . These algorithms provide no performance guarantees on the number of on-time delivered segments and may result in playout glitches and degraded video quality. A recent work pointed out that these existing algorithms might work in live streaming systems as peers in these systems share a small scheduling window and are less sensitive to the performance of scheduling algorithms; however, they may not work well in on-demand streaming systems [11] , especially when the system bandwidth resources are limited.
In this paper, we study the problem of scheduling segment transmission in on-demand P2P streaming systems. Our goal is to maximize the perceived video quality by scheduling the segment transmission so that segments that are more critical to video quality improvements are given higher priority to meet their deadlines. We first consider a general problem in which 1520-9210/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE different segments have different weights in terms of quality improvements to the received video. We show that this scheduling problem is NP-Complete. We then present an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for this general problem, and we optimally solve it using an ILP solver. However, optimally solving this ILP formulation may take a long time, which is not suitable for real-time P2P streaming systems that are fairly dynamic. Thus, we propose an approximation algorithm called weighted segment scheduling (WSS), which constructs transmission schedules with performance guarantees. We derive its performance bound and implement it in an event-driven simulator as well as in a P2P prototype streaming system. The results show that the WSS algorithm leads to almost optimal perceived video quality and outperforms heuristic algorithms used in current systems. Although the WSS algorithm runs in polynomial time, it is less applicable for slower machines with limited computing power. Therefore, we consider a simplified scheduling problem in which all segments have unit weights, which is still NP-Complete. We then propose another approximation algorithm called serialized shortest transmission-time first (SSTF), which computes transmission schedules with performance guarantees. Our experimental results show that the SSTF algorithm yields performance close to the WSS algorithm and runs much faster. Thus, we recommend using the SSTF algorithm if the computational resources are limited and using the WSS algorithm when peers have enough CPU cycles.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work in the literature. In Section III, we describe the considered system model and state the segment scheduling problem. We also show the hardness of the problem in the same section. We formulate and solve the general scheduling problem in Section IV and the simplified scheduling problem in Section V. Evaluation results are given in Section VI. We conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
A measurement study on PPLive streaming system [18] reports that users suffer from long start-up delays and playout lags and suggests that better segment scheduling algorithms are required [19] . Optimally computing segment schedules to maximize the perceived video quality, however, is computationally complex [9] . Therefore, many P2P streaming systems, such as [9] , [10] , [15] , and [20] , resort to simple heuristics for segment scheduling. Pai et al. [10] propose to randomly schedule segment transmission, where each receiver randomly decides what segments to request from their neighbors. Zhang et al. [9] assume that segments with fewer potential senders are more likely to miss their deadlines and propose to schedule the segments with fewer potential senders earlier. Agarwal and Rejaie [15] describe a weighted round-robin algorithm based on senders' bandwidths. In their algorithm, the number of segments assigned to each sender is proportional to its bandwidth. In other words, senders with higher bandwidths will be assigned more segments than those with lower bandwidths. Kowalski and Hefeeda [20] propose to assign each segment to the sender that will deliver it the earliest. All these heuristic algorithms do not provide any performance guarantees on perceived video quality and may not perform well in on-demand streaming systems [11] .
One way to cope with the hardness of the segment scheduling problem is to simplify the objective function from the perceived video quality to the sum of ad-hoc utility functions [16] , [17] . Zhang et al. [16] define a utility for each segment as a function of the rarity, which is the number of potential senders of this segment and the urgency, which is the time difference between the current time and the deadline of that segment. They then transform the segment scheduling problem into a min-cost flow problem. We note that although the min-cost flow problem can be optimally solved, the resulting schedules do not maximize the perceived video quality, which is the objective of the original problem.
Chakareski and Frossard [17] formulate an optimization problem to maximize the perceived video quality, and they solve it using an iterative descent algorithm. This algorithm, however, is computationally expensive and cannot be used in real-time systems. Therefore, they simplify the original formulation by proposing an ad-hoc utility function for each segment, which defines the multiplication of each segment's rate-distortion (R-D) efficiency, rarity, and urgency as its utility. They then greedily schedule the segments, i.e., they schedule the segments with higher utility values earlier. This greedy algorithm does not produce optimal schedules, nor does it provide any guaranteed performance. The works in [16] and [17] are different from our work in the sense that we solve the original segment scheduling problem, and we propose efficient approximation algorithms with guaranteed performance.
Several other works are related to the segment scheduling problem, but they do not directly solve it. Cai et al. [21] propose a P2P system that measures the time required to download the entire video from a number of senders and uses this information to choose senders from a large group of potential senders. Annapureddy et al. [11] propose using network coding to bypass the scheduling problem among small blocks belonging to the same relatively large segment. However, employing network coding may impose higher processing overhead on peers, which may require special hardware to speed up the decoding process [22] and is not easy to deploy. Several segment scheduling algorithms, such as [23] , have been proposed for tree-based systems. They are, however, not applicable to mesh-based systems, in which peers have no knowledge of the global network topology.
Finally, in our earlier work [24] , we introduced the WSS algorithm and evaluated its performance by simulation. In this paper, we extend that work by evaluating the performance of the WSS algorithm in both simulations and PlanetLab experiments with different settings. In addition, we propose a new approximation algorithm (SSTF), which simplifies the scheduling model and solves it efficiently.
III. SEGMENT TRANSMISSION SCHEDULING PROBLEM
In this section, we first provide an overview of the P2P system model employed in this paper. We then describe the segment transmission problem and show its hardness. For a quick reference, we list all symbols used in the paper in Table I . 
A. System Model
We consider mesh-based (also known as swarm-based or data-driven) P2P streaming systems, which are widely deployed over the Internet. Examples of such systems include CoolStreaming [9] , PPLive [18] , UUSee [25] , SopCast [26] , and TVAnts [27] . In these systems, peers form swarms for exchanging video data. Each swarm contains a subset of the peers, and a peer may participate in multiple swarms. Data availability on peers is propagated through exchanging control messages, such as buffer maps which indicate which video segments peers currently have in their buffers. Using these buffer maps, peers pull video segments from each other. More specifically, a receiver simultaneously requests segments from different senders. This is done by forming a segment transmission schedule by which the receiver specifies for each sender which segments to transmit and when to transmit. In video streaming systems, the arrival times of segments are critical, as segments arriving after their decoding deadlines cannot be rendered to users and are essentially useless.
The problem addressed in this paper is to compute transmission schedules for receivers in order to optimize their perceived video quality. Transmission schedules are computed for recurring sliding time windows, whose lengths are in the order of seconds. Our problem formulation and solution employ a realistic model for P2P streaming systems. Thus, our proposed algorithm can readily be implemented in current mesh-based P2P streaming systems to improve their performance. Particularly, we assume that P2P streaming systems are highly dynamic and peers will join and leave frequently. Thus, we design our algorithms to be lightweight and can be invoked whenever such events occur in order to quickly recompute a new transmission schedule. In addition, the dynamic propagation and replication of video segments in the P2P streaming system can easily be handled by our algorithms. This is because segment propagation will trigger peers to update their buffer maps to reflect the availability of the newly acquired segments. When these buffer maps are exchanged among peers in control messages, our scheduling algorithms will account for the new segments in computing new transmission schedules.
It is important to emphasize that our work in this paper focuses on a single, but critical, component of the P2P streaming system, which is the transmission scheduler. We present rigorous design of this component with mathematical formulation, complexity analysis, analytical guarantee on the performance of the computed schedules, and extensive simulations and experiments. We are not proposing a new, complete, P2P streaming system. We, however, do not impose any assumptions on the other components of the system, e.g., the overlay management, sender-receiver matching, control messages exchange, churn handling, and incentive schemes. We assume that these components will function according to whatever protocols dictated by the specific P2P streaming system and eventually a set of potential senders will be presented to a receiver for requesting the video data. Given the data availability on each sender, our work is to make the best out of this set of senders for the receiver.
B. Problem Statement and Hardness
We study the problem of transmitting a video stream from senders to a receiver in a P2P streaming system. This stream consists of a series of coded video frames at frame rate fps (frames per second), where each frame has a decoding deadline. Coded video frames that arrive at the receiver after their decoding deadlines are useless. To efficiently transmit video frames over the network, multiple consecutive coded frames are aggregated into a segment, which is the smallest transmission unit. Segment sizes are flexible and can be chosen based on the structure of the video stream. For example, one P2P streaming system may choose to construct a segment for each video frame for fine-grained scheduling, while another system may prefer to create a segment for every group-of-pictures (GoP) for lower overhead. We consider a general P2P streaming system that aggregates coded frames in each segment, where video frames can have different sizes. We let be the number of segments in the whole video stream. Since each segment consists of coded frames, it has a playout time of . Furthermore, segments are in different sizes because coded frames in video streams vary in sizes. We let Kb be the size of segment , where . Segment has a decoding deadline seconds, which is the decoding deadline of the first video frame in that segment.
To generate feasible schedules, the receiver monitors its senders in terms of segment availability and uploading bandwidth. We let be the availability of segment on sender . The receiver sets if sender has a copy of segment and otherwise. We let Kbps be the uploading bandwidth of sender . With the segment availability and senders' bandwidths, the receiver composes a segment schedule for a sliding window of seconds, where is a system parameter. The resulting schedule is sent to senders, and senders transmit segments following the schedule. Furthermore, different segments have different impacts on video quality improvements. Let be the weight or the value of segment , which represents the quality improvement brought by this segment. We consider a general problem in which the definition of is determined by P2P systems.
Our goal is to maximize the sum of weights of all on-time segments. We exclude late segments as they cannot be used toward video quality improvement. With these notations, we formally describe the scheduling problem in the following.
Problem 1 (Segment Transmission Scheduling):
We consider the segment transmission scheduling problem of video sequences in P2P streaming systems. The problem is to construct an optimal transmission schedule for a sliding window of seconds, where indicates the sender, represents the segment, is the transmission time, and is the number of segments in the sliding window. A segment is said to be on-time if and only if . We let if segment arrives on-time at the receiver from any of its senders and otherwise. The objective is to maximize the perceived video quality, which is the sum of weights of all segments that arrive on-time. The next theorem states that solving this segment scheduling problem is computationally expensive.
Theorem 1 (Hardness):
The segment transmission scheduling problem defined in Problem 1 is NP-Complete. This is true even when all segments are equally important, i.e., for all . The proof of this theorem is omitted due to space limitations; it can be found in [28] . The hardness of the segment scheduling problem is also mentioned in [9] .
We refer to Problem 1 as weighted, or general segment scheduling problem and to the version with unit values as unweighted, or simplified segment scheduling problem. We solve the former problem in Section IV and the latter one in Section V.
IV. SOLUTION FOR THE GENERAL PROBLEM
In this section, we consider the general scheduling problem and we use peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to define as it is widely used in multimedia systems [29, Sec. 1.5.5]. More precisely, we let be the average video quality in PSNR of segment . The weights (or values) are typically pre-computed by video coders and inserted into coded streams as meta data. That is, they are not computed at streaming time. The computation of PSNR values can be done empirically for higher accuracy or by some R-D models for lower overhead.
A. Formulation
We formulate the segment scheduling problem as a time-indexed integer linear programming (ILP) problem. Time-indexed formulations discretize the time axis into time slots, where is large so that the time slots are fine enough to represent any feasible schedule without reducing the value of the objective function. We let be a 0-1 variable for each , , and
, where if segment is scheduled to be transmitted by sender at time and otherwise. We note that, according to the definition, while the transmission of a segment often spans over several time slots, only the first time slot has an value of 1.
We formulate the considered segment scheduling problem as
In this formulation, the objective function in (1a) is to maximize the sum of weights of all on-time segments, where the three summations iterate through all segments, senders, and time slots, respectively. Note that the last summation stops at time if , or otherwise, because scheduling segment after that time results in a late segment, which cannot improve video quality and in each scheduling period, we are only interested in scheduling segments within the scheduling window. The constraint in (1b) makes sure that we always schedule a segment to a sender who holds a copy of it, as it prevents the combination of and for all . In (1c), observe that any segment scheduled on sender between time and would occupy the time slot as transmitting segment takes time . Therefore, by considering all these segments, the constraint in (1c) ensures that at most one segment is scheduled on each sender at any time . Last, the constraint in (1d) prevents segments from being scheduled on more than one sender.
Optimal Algorithm: To get optimal segment schedules, we can solve the formulation in (1) using any ILP solver. In this paper, we use CPLEX [30] for this purpose. We refer to this approach as the OPT algorithm and use it as a benchmark to assess the performance of all other algorithms. Notice that since the optimal solution may take a long time to compute, we solve all ILP problems offline in the OPT algorithm.
B. Overview of the Proposed Algorithm
Solving ILP problems is computationally expensive and may not be possible in real time. Therefore, we develop an efficient approximation algorithm in the following. Our algorithm is based on the linear programming (LP) relaxation of the ILP formulation in (1) . The LP relaxed formulation allows any in (1e) to take fractional values, where . This LP relaxed formulation can be optimally solved using efficient LP solvers that implement Simplex or interior point methods (IPMs). We use to denote the fractional schedule produced by an LP solver. We notice that fractional schedules of the LP relaxed formulation are not feasible to the original scheduling problem. This is because, in the LP relaxed formulation, the constraints in (1c) and (1d) are interpreted in a different way: the constraint in (1c) makes sure that the fractions of all segments scheduled on each sender sum to at most one at any time and the constraint in (1d) ensures that fractions of each segment scheduled on all senders sum to at most one at any time.
To compute a schedule for the original scheduling problem, we propose a rounding algorithm to convert fractional schedules into integral feasible schedules, albeit with a small approximation factor. We first explain how the rounding algorithm handles fractional schedules on single sender for . We then expand it to the general case of senders. For a specific sender , the rounding algorithm consists of two steps: 1) it transforms the fractional schedule into several feasible integral schedules and 2) it selects the best schedule out of all integral schedules. More precisely, the rounding algorithm first rounds the fractional schedule for all and to multiples of , where . This is achieved by creating copies of time intervals for each positive . These time intervals are then put in the set . Next, we color the intervals in with minimum number of colors, so that: 1) two intervals overlapping in time have different colors and 2) two intervals of the same segment have different colors. This can be done by first sorting all intervals on their starting times and then sequentially coloring them in that order. Once the coloring is done, intervals with the same color have two nice properties, i.e., they: 1) never overlap in time and 2) are not associated with the same segment. Therefore, we can construct an integral schedule using all intervals that have the same color. The coloring scheme results in several feasible schedules. We then compute the objective function value of each feasible schedule and choose the schedule with the largest objective function value. We let this schedule be , which indicates that sender should start transmitting segment at time .
For the general case of senders, the rounding algorithm sequentially schedules segments for all senders. More specifically, for each sender , the rounding algorithm sets all for all , if segment has been scheduled on any sender , where . This is to avoid scheduling a segment to multiple senders, which violates the constraint in (1d). Once the feasible schedule for sender is derived, the rounding algorithm goes on to construct schedules on sender . It stops after iterating through all senders and returns the segment schedule , for all . Since our proposed algorithm takes user-specified weights, we call it weighted segment scheduling (WSS) algorithm. Fig. 1 shows a high-level pseudocode of the WSS algorithm. It solves the LP relaxed formulation in line 3. The rounding is sequentially done using the for-loop between lines 4 and 15. The foreach-loop between lines 6 and 8 builds the set of time intervals for sender based on its fractional schedule. Line 9 colors using as few colors as possible. Line 10 builds a set of feasible integral schedules and line 11 picks the schedule that leads to the highest objective function value . The for-loop between lines 12 and 14 prevents segments from being scheduled to multiple senders. The algorithm returns in line 16. 
C. Approximation Factor and Complexity
We analyze the performance of the WSS algorithm in two steps. We first analyze the problem with a single sender and then extend the analysis to multiple senders. In the next lemma, we derive the approximation factor of the WSS algorithm with one sender. In the proof, we first show that the floor function in line 7 incurs negligible drops on the objective function value. We then show that the number of colors required in line 9 is bounded. Therefore, we only have a small number of feasible schedules and at least one of them leads to an objective value higher than half of the optimum.
Lemma 1: The WSS algorithm in Fig. 1 has an approximation factor of 2, when there is only one sender.
Proof: Let be the optimal objective function value for the relaxed LP problem. It is easy to see that is an upbound on the objective value of the original integral solution. In line 7, each is rounded to a multiple of . This means that each in the objective function (1a) is reduced by at most by the rounding. Let be the maximal weight among all scheduled segments. Since we have variables, the value of drops at most . Observe that, since scheduling only segment results in a feasible schedule with a sum of weights , we have . Thus, the rounding in line 7 reduces the value by at most a factor of , which is negligible as the number of time slots is large.
From the formulation in (1), the fractional schedule produced by the LP solver has the following property: the number of overlapping intervals is at most and the number of intervals belonging to the same segment is at most . Following the coloring strategy in line 9, the intervals can be colored with at most different colors. Furthermore, line 7 indicates that , where is the objective function value of the feasible schedule derived from color . Defining for each , we have
Moreover, we observe that
With (2) and (3), we claim that there exists a color such that . This claim can be easily proved by contradiction. Combining the fact that is an upbound of the original integral solution, we conclude that the feasible schedule identified by line 11 achieves approximation factor 2, when . Next, we extend the above lemma to the general case of multiple senders.
Theorem 2 (Approximation Factor): The WSS algorithm in Fig. 1 achieves approximation 
Since every scheduled segment is marked by the for-loop between lines 12 and 14, we write (5) Combining (4) and (5) gives Rearranging this inequality, we get which yields an approximation factor of 3.
We show that the proposed WSS algorithm is a polynomial time algorithm in the next theorem.
Theorem 3 (Complexity): The WSS algorithm proposed in Fig. 1 runs in polynomial time, i.e., it terminates in arithmetic operations, where is the rounding factor, is the number of variables of the formulation in (1) , is the number of constraints in this formulation, and is the number of total bits required to encode this formulation. 
Finally, we mention that a similar LP relaxation method was used in designing other scheduling algorithms with different objectives, such as minimizing the task completion time [32] , [33] and maximizing total weight of tasks completed by their due dates [34] .
V. SOLUTION FOR UNWEIGHTED PROBLEM
The WSS algorithm proposed in Section IV may be computationally demanding for P2P streaming systems with limited computational resources. Therefore, it is desirable to have a simpler algorithm for those P2P streaming systems. We consider a simplification of the general scheduling in this section, where all segments have the same weight value. The objective of maximizing the perceived video quality then becomes maximizing the number of on-time segments. This simplification can reduce both computational and communication overheads.
A. Formulation
The unweighted problem can be formulated in various ways. For example, we can still use a time-indexed formulation as in (1) . However, doing so may prevent us from utilizing some unique properties of the unweighted scheduling problem for designing better algorithms. More specifically, the unweighted problem has a nice property: Assuming segments can be optimally scheduled on sender (i.e., all of them arrive on-time), scheduling these segments in ascending order of their deadlines is one of the optimal schedules. We formally describe this property in the next theorem.
Theorem 4: For segments that can be scheduled on sender , the schedule and is an optimal schedule, where segments are sorted in ascending order on their deadlines.
Proof: Let be any optimal solution that maximizes the number of on-time arrival segments from sender . We first eliminate any idle time in by shifting all segments to their left whenever possible. This preprocessing step does not affect the optimality of because all on-time segments complete not later than before. Next, if segments in are sorted in ascending order on deadlines, letting yields the theorem. Otherwise, we recursively apply the transformation described below.
Let be two arbitrary segments in , where is scheduled before , but . We update using the following steps. First, we remove the segment from , which creates an idle time period. Second, we shift segments between (exclusive) and (inclusive) to their left for seconds. Third, we schedule immediately after the new location of . Note that the new is still optimal, because the shifted segments, except , complete earlier and the new still completes on-time as . We repeat these three steps until the segments in are sorted and we let . This theorem shows that the segment assignment determines the optimality of segment schedules. This enables us to transform the unweighted segment transmission scheduling problem into an assignment problem, which is less complicated. Before presenting the new formulation, we mention that similar theorems have been used to formulate machine scheduling problems, e.g., in [35, Sec. 3.3 ] and [36] .
Theorem 4 states that sorting segments in ascending order on deadlines does not affect the existence of optimal schedules. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume . Otherwise, we sort and relabel segments. We let be the assignment variable, where if segment is assigned to sender and otherwise. We then formulate the unweighted problem as follows:
In this formulation, the objective function in (6a) is to maximize the number of on-time arrival segments. The first constraint in (6b) ensures that we always schedule a segment to a sender that holds a copy of it, as it prevents the combination of and . The second constraint in (6c) computes the accumulated transmission time of sender up to and including segment and checks whether segment is complete before its deadline. The third constraint in (6d) avoids assigning a segment to more than one sender. Notice that, compared to time-indexed formulation in (1), this formulation utilizes the unique property (Theorem 4) of the unweighted scheduling problem and has fewer variables and constraints. 
B. Overview of the Proposed Algorithm
The idea of our algorithm can be described as follows. First, for any given unweighted problem, it considers each sender sequentially. That is, the algorithm assigns sender as many segments as possible, before it assigns the remaining segments to sender . Second, for sender , the algorithm repeatedly schedules the segment with the shortest transmission time first among all the segments that: 1) have not been scheduled to any senders and 2) can be transmitted entirely by sender before their deadlines. Since the proposed algorithm sequentially schedules senders , we call it serialized shortest transmission-time first (SSTF) algorithm. Fig. 2 presents a high-level pseudocode of the SSTF algorithm. This algorithm puts all segments in in line 2 and sorts these segments in ascending order with respect to segment size in line 3. Sorting segments allows us to efficiently locate the segment with the shortest transmission time from any sender . This is because the bandwidth is independent from which segment to send, and thus, the transmission time of different segments on the same sender is proportional to the segment size. The algorithm then considers each sender sequentially in the for-loop from lines 4 to 11. The foreach-loop between lines 5 and 11 iterates through in ascending order with respect to segment size and the if-statement in line 7 identifies possible assignment by checking: 1) is segment available on sender ? and 2) can segment been transmitted by sender arrive on-time? If both conditions hold, the algorithm schedules segment on sender by moving that segment from to . It also updates , which represents the amount of time on sender that has been consumed. Finally, the algorithm returns the segment transmission schedule in line 12.
C. Approximation Factor and Complexity
We analyze the approximation factor of the SSTF algorithm in the next theorem.
Theorem 5 (Approximation Factor): The SSTF algorithm given in Fig. 2 returns a segment transmission schedule that yields a number of on-time segments that is at most a factor of 2 compared to the optimal solution.
Proof: We first consider a specific sender in the for-loop between lines 4 and 11. We let be the set of segments for produced by the SSTF algorithm and be the set of segments for any schedule for sender among the remaining segment list after the schedule of . In addition, we use and to represent the number of segments in these two sets. We draw two observations. First, for any segment , there exists no segment , such that the transmission time interval of is a proper subset of that of . Otherwise, would be in as the foreach-loop in lines 6-11 schedules the segment with the smallest segment size, which is equivalent to the shortest transmission time. Second, for any segment , there exists at least one segment such that the transmission time intervals of and overlap. Otherwise, would also be in because of the foreach-loop. Combining these two observations, we have .
Next, let and , where and are the set of segments for schedules and of sender determined by the SSTF and the OPT algorithms, respectively. We define and . Therefore, we have and . Next, because is a schedule for sender , we have per the inequality developed in the previous paragraph. Since are mutually disjoint and are also mutually disjoint, we have . Finally, we have . Next, we show that the SSTF algorithm is efficient.
Theorem 6 (Time Complexity):
The SSTF algorithm given in Fig. 2 runs in time , where is the number of senders and is the number of segments.
Proof: Sorting segments in line 3 takes time . In addition, observe that the for-loop in lines 4-11 repeats for times and the foreach-loop in lines 6-11 iterates for up to times. Thus, the time complexity of the SSTF algorithm is . We notice that and are typically small values. This is because is the number of potential senders for a given receiver, which is in the order of tens of senders and is the number of segments in each scheduling window, which is also in the order of a few tens of segments. Thus, our algorithm can easily run in real time and be invoked frequently to handle the high dynamics of P2P streaming systems.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed algorithms and compare them against others in the literature using extensive simulations and experiments on the PlanetLab wide-area network testbed. We use a wide range of realistic network and peer parameters and evaluate several performance metrics using actual video traces.
A. Simulation Setup
We have implemented an event-driven simulator in Java to evaluate the performance of the proposed segment scheduling algorithms and compare them against other algorithms. Five scheduling algorithms are implemented in this simulator: RF [9] , MC [16] , SSTF, WSS, and OPT. The RF algorithm implements the rarest first algorithm. It schedules the segment with the fewest potential senders first and among multiple senders, the one with highest bandwidth and enough available time first. RF is a fairly common algorithm used in several widely deployed P2P systems, such as CoolStreaming [9] and PPLive [18] . MC is a quite sophisticated algorithm that has been proposed in the literature. The MC algorithm is based on an ILP formulation, which is converted into a min-cost flow problem and solved by combinatorial algorithms. While we employ the same utility function defined in the evaluation section of [16] , the original algorithm can only schedule transmission of fixed-size blocks. We, therefore, extend that algorithm to support variable-size segments by: 1) dividing each segment into blocks, 2) solving the block transmission problem using their algorithm, and 3) for each segment, trying to schedule it on the sender which has been assigned the most number of blocks. If that sender has used up all the bandwidth, we then try to schedule it on the sender which has been assigned the second most number of blocks and so on. SSTF is the implementation of our unweighted approximation algorithm and WSS is the implementation of our weighted approximation algorithm. In the OPT algorithm, we directly solve the ILP formulation in (1) with the CPLEX ILP solver. In particular, the CPLEX package provides a set of Java class libraries that allow us to specify and solve our problems using Java syntax through Java native interface (JNI).
We choose two high-quality videos with different characteristics from the Arizona State University video trace library [37] to analyze the performance of our algorithms. Table II summarizes the main parameters of the videos. We use the PSNR as the perceived video quality metric and as the segment weight in our simulation. The simulator puts every GOP into one segment, so that segment has a decoding deadline of , where . Packing each GOP into a scheduling unit ensures that every received segment can be decoded independently at the receiver, since dependency among video frames is restricted within a GOP. Some previous algorithms, like the original MC algorithm proposed in [16] , divide videos into fixed size blocks as scheduling units. This can cause segments not to be decodable, because even if a very small part of a segment is not received on-time, the whole segment cannot be decoded, which results in degraded video quality.
We simulate a dynamic system with a total number of 2000 peers. We initially pre-deploy the video sequences on only 1% of the peers chosen randomly, which form the initial seeding peers. We run the simulation for 24 h for each algorithm. Individual peers dynamically join and leave a swarm at different times during the streaming of a video sequence. The joining and leaving times are randomly chosen from the whole simulation time period following a uniform distribution. Upon joining a swarm, each peer is instructed to stream the video sequence. We also simulate dynamic replication of video segments as peers can upload segments as soon as they have downloaded those segments from other peers. We consider a peer matching service that randomly provides each new peer up to ten senders. Each new peer then connects to these senders, runs the scheduling algorithm, and requests segments following the scheduling results. We set the scheduling window to be 10 s in simulations.
The simulator determines each sender's uploading bandwidth following the distribution given in Table III . This bandwidth distribution is proposed in a paper [38] based on various measurement studies on both corporate and residential users. We note that peers do not contribute all their bandwidth to P2P streaming, because doing so slows down other Internet applications such as e-mail and Web. The contributed bandwidth of each class of peers is also given in this table as recommended in [38] . With the randomly chosen bandwidth, the simulator fairly distributes available bandwidth among all connections and predicts the transmission time for each packet accordingly. Finally, in the OPT and WSS algorithms, the system parameter is set to be 100, which means the time slots are 100 ms long in our formulation.
We run the simulator independently for each considered algorithm on a commodity PC, with a 2.66-GHz Intel CPU and 8 GB of memory. We define three performance metrics: the average perceived video quality , the continuity index , and the load balancing factor . The average perceived video quality is computed by assuming that all late segments result in zero PSNR and defining , where is the average perceived video quality of video frames in segment . In our setup, it is the average PSNR value of the segment. We define the continuity index as the number of segments that arrive by their decoding deadlines over the total the number of segments in the video. That is, . Last, we define the load of sender as its uploading bandwidth utilization, which is , where accounts for the total size of all segments scheduled on that sender in one scheduling period and is the length of scheduling window. The load balancing factor is then computed as the standard deviation of loads for all scheduling periods on that sender. Similar performance metrics are used in other works in the literature, such as [9] and [39] . We note that we compute all performance metrics using the successful transmissions.
B. Simulation Results

1) Overall Comparison:
For each simulation, we calculate the average performance for each peer across all the scheduling periods. We iterate through all peers and compute the cumulative distribution function (CDF) curves of each performance metric. We repeat the same computation for each scheduling algorithm. The results are summarized in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 (a) plots video quality achieved by different algorithms. This figure shows that the WSS and SSTF algorithms substantially outperform the other two heuristic algorithms RF and MC and they stay very close to the OPT. First, for the lowest 5% of the peers in terms of perceived video quality, the WSS and SSTF algorithms achieve an average perceived video quality of at least 27 dB and 28 dB, respectively, where the optimal solution achieves 29 dB, while the MC and RF algorithm can only achieve 16 dB and 17 dB, respectively. Second, both the WSS and SSTF algorithms achieve more uniform and higher video quality for all peers compared to the two heuristic algorithms. This is shown by the concentration of the CDF curves between 25 dB and 35 dB by the two algorithms, while the CDF curves of the other two heuristic algorithms are spread over larger ranges, from 15 dB to up to 30 dB.
We then report the continuity index in Fig. 3(b) . This figure illustrates that the WSS and SSTF algorithms result in much higher continuity index than the RF and MC algorithms. For example, more than 98% of the peers observe a continuity index of at least 60% using the proposed WSS and SSTF algorithm, while less than 40% of the peers observe that continuity index for the RF and MC algorithms. This means employing the WSS and SSTF algorithms significantly reduces the playout glitches at receivers. Fig. 3 clearly shows that the proposed WSS and SSTF algorithms result in much higher and smoother video streaming quality, compared to the MC and RF algorithms.
We next plot the load balancing factor in Fig. 3(c) . Excessive load balancing factor may slow down some senders, which could discourage users from contributing to the P2P network. This figure illustrates that the WSS algorithm achieves at most 29% deviation and thus distributes the transmission load fairly among senders. The SSTF algorithm leads to a little bit higher load balancing factor, but still within 35% deviation, and at the same time, they produce better video quality and higher continuity index as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) . Meanwhile, the other two algorithms result in similar diversity in the load imposed on peers but worse video quality as shown in the figures. Last, we plot the average running time across all the scheduling periods on each sender in Fig. 3(d) . We can see that the SSTF and RF algorithms run much faster than the others. Notice that the running time curves for the SSTF and RF algorithms are not visible in the figure because they are very close to 0. On the other hand, except for the OPT algorithm, all the other algorithms can run in the scale of milliseconds, which is small compared to the scheduling window. For the MC algorithm, although the min-cost flow problem can be solved in polynomial time, converting the ILP problems to min-cost flow problems as proposed in [16] can result in large number of nodes in the model; thus, it runs much slower than the SSTF and RF algorithms. Notice that for the OPT algorithm, we set a bound on the maximum number of iterations for the ILP solver to prevent it from taking too long to solve the ILP problem, and we do not consider such cases in the figure. 2) Segment-Level Comparison: Next we iterate through all the video frames and compute the average PSNR in each segment for every receiver. We then compute the average video quality across all peers. We repeat the computation for all scheduling algorithms. To clearly show the results of the whole video sequence, we aggregate every ten segments and compute their average PSNR. Fig. 4(a) plots sample results from . The figure shows that our WSS and SSTF algorithms perform much better than the other two heuristic algorithms throughout the whole video period. We notice that there are a number of short-period drops in the whole sequence. These are caused by the missed or late segments. The figure shows that the number of missed segments (quality drops) is much smaller in our algorithms compared to the other two. To clarify it further, we zoom in several regions of the Fig. 4(a) to individual segment level and extract three intervals from the whole sequence: The first 50 segments, 50 segments from the middle and 50 segments from the last part of the video and plot them in Fig. 4(b)-(d) , respectively. These figures clearly show that the WSS and SSTF algorithms result in higher perceived video quality. The RF and MC algorithms lead to too many quality drops, which degrade user experience.
C. Prototype Implementation and Experimental Setup
To evaluate the proposed algorithms in a real system, we have developed a prototype P2P streaming system and deployed it on PlanetLab [40] . Fig. 5 shows the high level diagram of our prototype system implementation. The system consists of one tracker and a set of peers interested in streaming a video file. The tracker is used to coordinate all peers. It keeps a list of all currently active peers in the peer manager module and performs peer matching in the peer matching module when a peer asks for a list of neighbors. There are several peer matching algorithms proposed in the literature, such as [41] and [42] . Since in this paper we focus on the scheduling part of the system, we use the random peer matching algorithm for its simplicity. That is, the tracker randomly selects a peers from the peer list and returns them to the requesting peer.
On the peer side, each peer contains three main modules: the peer manager module that establishes and maintains connections with other peers, the buffer map manager module that keeps track of the availability of segments on this peer, and the scheduler module that does segment transmission scheduling based on its neighborhood information and buffer map availability information. The system works as follows. 1) The tracker starts by listening on a port that is known to all the peers. 2) All peers start by first connecting to the tracker in time randomly distributed across the whole experiment. We assume the first few peers connected to the tracker have the whole video sequence. The rest of peers get a list of neighbors from the peer matching algorithm once they connect to the tracker and start exchanging data with their neighbors. 3) On each peer, for each scheduling period, the scheduler computes a segment transmission schedule based on the senders and segments information and then the peer requests data from its senders accordingly. The received data are put into the buffer for playout and the buffer map is then updated for the next scheduling period. This process continues until all segments of the video have been considered by the peer (either scheduled or dropped). 4) For buffer map exchange, we use a periodic broadcasting scheme: each peer periodically checks its own buffer map (in our setup, every 5 s). If the buffer map is updated since last time checked, the peer broadcasts the updates to all its receivers. In this way, the buffer map availability information is exchanged among peers. 5) The experiment stops when all the peers have considered all segments of the video or when the experiment period expires. The experiments involved 500 PlanetLab nodes distributed across the world. We stream the video used in the simulation. We randomly pre-deploy the video on 5% of the nodes and let other nodes join and leave the P2P network at time randomly distributed during the whole experiment period. We set the maximum number of senders to ten and use the random peer matching algorithm to find senders for each receiver. We use a scheduling window of 5 s and an initial delay of 2 s for all algorithms. The current sending rate of a sender is estimated from its previous sending rates in a moving window manner, which is a commonly used technique for bandwidth estimation. We compute the same performance metrics used in simulation study (Section VI-A) and we compute them across the successful transmissions.
D. Experimental Results
We first plot the video quality in Fig. 6(a) . This figure shows that the SSTF and WSS algorithms achieve better quality than the other two. For example, at the quality level of 30 dB, there are approximately 90%, 75%, 65%, and 65% peers achieved that level, for the SSTF, WSS, RF, and MC algorithms, respectively. Next, we observe that, compared to the results from simulations, the unweighted algorithm SSTF performs better than the weighted algorithm WSS. This is because some of the nodes on PlanetLab are quite busy, as their CPU times are shared by many users. The WSS algorithm involves solving a set of linear programming problems, which usually requires considerable computation. The scheduling algorithm runs several scheduling windows ahead of current data requesting window, and if the algorithm runs slower than the data transmission speed, the clients have to wait for the scheduling results, which will degrade the performance of the algorithm. During our experiments, we observed such situation happens occasionally on some of the slow machines on PlanetLab.
We then report the continuity index in Fig. 6(b) . This figure illustrates that the SSTF algorithm results in much higher continuity index than others: more that 90% of the peers can achieve a continuity index of at least 80%. The WSS algorithm comes next: more than 74% of the peers achieve the same continuity index. The RF and MC algorithms lead to poor continuity index: about 60%, at the continuity index of 80%. We next plot the load balancing factor in Fig. 6(c) . This figure illustrates that both the WSS and SSTF algorithms distribute the transmission load across senders in a fairer manner than the other two algorithms. Last, we plot the average running time in Fig. 6(d) . It shows that the SSTF algorithm runs faster than all the other algorithms; thus, it can be used on slow machines that have limited computational resources.
E. Summary and Remarks
We have compared the performance of the proposed WSS and SSTF algorithms against other segment scheduling algorithms in the literature. We have conducted extensive simulations using a bandwidth distribution that is commonly seen in real P2P streaming systems, where most peers are residential users and have limited bandwidth. We have also built a real prototype implementation as a proof-of-concept and deployed it on PlanetLab. We acknowledge that PlanetLab nodes are well-connected, but nevertheless, we believe that the PlanetLab deployment still sheds some lights on the performance of our algorithms in the Internet. As we mentioned in Section VII, we are currently working on evaluating the proposed algorithms in real deployments.
Last, we note that the streaming performance from the PlanetLab experiments are generally better than that in the simulations, e.g., compare the continuity index reported in Fig. 3(b) and (b). The difference is largely due to the bandwidth setup: we configure the simulations to use a realistic peer bandwidth distribution extracted from real bandwidth-constrained P2P users, while we do not limit peer bandwidth in PlanetLab experiments. Such diverse setups allow us to evaluate the proposed algorithms under wider ranges of network environments.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We studied the multi-sender data transmission problem in P2P video streaming systems, where a receiver periodically computes a transmission schedule for its senders to maximize its perceived video quality. We formulated the general version of the problem as an ILP formulation, where different segments have different weights in terms of video quality improvements. Optimally solving this ILP problem, however, may take prohibitively long time and is not suitable for P2P video streaming systems. Thus, we proposed the WSS algorithm that runs in polynomial time and achieves an approximation factor of 3 in the worst case. We also formulated a simplified version of the problem with another ILP formulation, where all segments have the same weight. We proposed the SSTF algorithm for the simplified model, and we showed that it has an approximation factor of 2.
To the best of our knowledge, the WSS and SSTF algorithms are the first two P2P segment transmission algorithms that provide guarantees on the worst-case performance. For the averagecase performance, we evaluated our algorithms using simulation and PlanetLab experiments using several application-layer performance metrics. The used performance metrics are: 1) perceived video quality, 2) continuity index, and 3) load balance factor. Our extensive simulation and experimental results indicate that the proposed WSS and SSTF algorithms not only provide analytical guarantees on the worst-case performance, but they also have superior application-layer performance on the average case compared to other scheduling algorithms proposed in the literature and used in current P2P streaming systems. Furthermore, our algorithms are computationally efficient and thus can be implemented in actual P2P streaming systems.
The work in this paper can be extended in several directions. For example, although the PlanetLab experiments shed some light on the application-level performance of the proposed WSS and SSTF algorithms in the Internet, PlanetLab nodes may not accurately represent actual peers. Deploying and evaluating our algorithms in a widely-used P2P streaming system, such as Vuze [43] , is one of our future works. The actual deployment can also be used to evaluate the applicability of the proposed algorithms in P2P live streaming systems. Another direction for future work is to develop new scheduling algorithms with smaller approximation factors.
